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ABSTRACT The country of Yemen, on the southwestern corner of the Arabian Peninsula, is one of the most extensively 
terraced areas in the world. There is a well-documented tradition of both dryland and irrigatedfarming over the past three 
millennia and much of the indigenous agricultural knowledge survives. Development efforts over the past two decades in the 
north of Yemen have focused on expansion of tubewell irrigation at the expense of the major land use on dryland terraces and 
traditional subsistence crops. Despite millions of dollars in aid, Yemen is far from agriculturally self-sufficient and its scarce 
water resource is rapidly being depleted. This articles explores the relevance of indigenous Yemeni knowledge of agriculture 
and the environment for the future of terrace farming in the country. It is argued that farmer knowledge can contribute to 
sustainable production and can be grafted on to modern methods and technology. Within Yemen the existing community 
support networks and pride in national heritage would assist in a reinvestment effort for the existing resource of the terraces. 

Farming is seldom associated with the Arabian Pen- 
insula, but a long and successful tradition of agriculture 
developed in the southwestern comer known historically 
as Yemen. There is evidence for major irrigation systems 
in the In'st millennium B.C., most notably the renowned 
IVIarib dam, which was mentioned in the Muslim Qtran. I 
Over the centuries Yemeni farmers transformed the 
rugged mountain slopes of the central cordillera into an 
extensive system of dryland terraces. A thousand years 
ago a major Yemeni scholar, Abu Hasan al-Hamdani, 
considered the dryland farming in his country one of the 
marvels of the world. An FAO mission to North Yemen 
in 1955 concluded that Yemen was one of the best 
terraced countries in the world at that time. Indeed, 
during the medieval period Yemen had one of the widest 
ranges of agricultural crops of any Arab land at the time. 2 

In May, 1990, the Republic of Yemen was formed of 
what used to be known as North Yemen (Yemen Arab 
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Republic) and South Yemen (Peoples Democratic Re- 
public of Yemen)) The mode "rmzafion of agricultural 
methods in the North began about twenty years ago after 
a long and prolracted civil war had ravaged the country's 
economy. Since this time there has been rapid growth in 
the North's Ministry of Agriculture and F~sheries, which 
has benefited from a variety of international and bilateral 
donor projects. The British introduced changes in the 
agricultural system of the South prior to 1967, when this 
part of Yemen was the British protectorate of Aden. Both 
North and South Yemen have laid great stress on return- 
ing to agricultural self-sufficiency, but in fact both coun- 
tries have become more and more reliant on imported 
foodstuffs. Unlike their oil-rich neighbors on the penin- 
sula, neither North or South Yemen has had the revenues 
to pay for increased food imports. Despite recent produc- 
tion of oil in the North, Yemen remains the poorest 
country on the Arabian Peninsula. 



How is it that a country where nearly three-fourths of 
the population (now close to 11 million for North and 
South) are rural farmers cannot feed itself?. In the North 
two decades of foreign assistance, including massive aid 
programs from other Arab countries and numerous wetl- 
funded agricultural projects, have yet to sprout a green 
revolution in a land known in the medieval period as 
"Green Yemen". In the South a state controlled economy 
had only a limited effect in improving production, while 
many of the educated South Yemenis left the country in 
recent years. There is no simple answer to this, nor is it 
merely a case of economic backwardness in an under- 
developed third world country. The long history of agri- 
culture in the region and the obvious natural and human 
resources suggest that Yemen should be able to be self- 
sufficient in food production. 

The development dilemma facing planners in Yemen 
is how to modernize a long-established system focused 
on subsistence production on dryland terraces in the 
highlands and seasonal fkxxl irrigation along the major 
wadis. 4 The traditional forms of agricultural production 
in Yemen utilized simple tools, limited animal draft 
power and relatively abundant household labor. 5 The 
operating assumption of both the government and the 
donors has been that productivity can only be improved 
by a shift to irrigation in the coastal zone and valleys of 
the central highlands. Thus, in the North there was an 
extraordinary expansion of tubewells that in most cases 
has led to dramatic drawdowns of the water table. Along 
the major coastal wadis permanent dams have been built 
or planned, and a major new dam has been constructed 
above the site of the ruins of the famous Marib dam in 
eastern Yemen. In all of this, however, the extensive 
system of dryland terraces, representing the vast major- 
ity of Yemen's agricultural land, has simply been written 
off as too marginal and too dependent on household 
labor. Virtually no effort has been made through govern- 
ment programs to improve or at least stabilize existing 
terraces. 

This article explores the future for dryland terrace 
fanning in Yemen. Does the range of traditional farming 
in Yemen offer a basis for sustainable production along- 
side efforts to mechanize and irrigate with tubewells? 
The focus of my discussion is on the highland terrace 
system of the North, which is now in a seemingly 
irreversible state of decline. Having lived among Yemeni 
farmers for 18 months and having participated in a 
number of agricultural and environmental projects in 
North Yemen, I believe there is strong potential for 
building on the indigenous practices and knowledge of 
the environment in Yemen rather than assuming this 
mountainous land can somehow be forced into the mold 
of the wheat fields of Kansas. 

From a strict economic perspective, it is obvious that 
dryland terrace farming is not nearly as productive as 
in-igated fanning under appropriate mechanization. The 
government focus on the latest technology and new crops 
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is understandable, especially given the results of con- 
trolled field studies on donor-financed farm stations. The 
traditional staple of Yemen, sorghum in its almost infi- 
nite local varieties,6 is clearly not as profitable on the 
market as most new fruits and vegetables. Yet it is not the 
economic aspect alone that influences Yemeni farmers. 
The essential problem is how to get from here to there. 
The government estimates that about three-fourths of the 
land in the North is rainfed, with most of the rest based 
on traditional methods of spring or flood irrigation. Since 
most farmers own terraced land that can not be viably 
irrigated by pumpwells or utilize most forms of mechani- 
zation, what options do they have but to continue in the 
traditional manner?. Even those who own or can buy 
relatively flat land appropriate for irrigation and mecha- 
nization must f'n~t fmd the necessary capital. Beyond 
these constraints, there is the issue of taste and prefer- 
ence. For example, sorghum and barley may not be 
priority crops of the Ministry of Agriculture and Fisher- 
ies, but they remain preferred foods for most of the 
population. 

The overriding factor for the future of agriculture in 
Yemen, however, is neither economic or social. It has 
become increasingly clear to the government and donors 
that the accelerated destruction of the environment is the 
greatest single threat to increasing productivity in the 
manner advocated for the past twenty years. The bottom 
line for increasing production in a large part of the 
country is the availability of water. In the Sanaa basin, 
which includes the country's capital, irrigation may soon 
no longer be viable as the annual decline in the water 
table must now be measured in meters.7 Many farmers 
who have made major investments in sinking tubewells 
face loss of these investments as the water table contin- 
ues to decline nationally and pumping costs are conse- 
quently increased. The loss of water is compounded by 
the loss of agricultural land as dryland terrace systems 
collapse through abandonment. The erosion of these 
terraces results not only in direct loss of the terrace, but 
also threatens irrigated land, especially along the upper 
and middle reaches of major coastal wadis. Once the 
terraces are destroyed and the soil washed away, farmers 
are literally forced off the land and must seek employ- 
ment elsewhere. 

Traditional Terrace Farming 
The patchwodc of terraces constructed on even the more 
isolated mountain slopes in Yemen is strildng evidence 
of centuries of labor and ingenuity. Farmers here literally 
carved unusable steep slopes into productive land where 
agriculture would not normally occur. According to 
statistics from the 1983 Ministry of Agriculture and 
Fisheries census, about three-fourths of the North's 
13,500 square kilometers of cultivated land is dry farmed, 
overwhelmingly as terraces. The common small, narrow 
terraces, when properly maintained, enhance water re- 
tention in the soil so that there is literally more crop per 
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drop than would occur on flat dryland plots. In addition, 
many of the terrace systems utilize slope runoff so that 
plots receive up to 40 percent more moisture than that 
from direct rainfall on the soil. In a study of traditional 
runoff harvesting in the Amran region of the North, 
Heimut Eger found that crop growth was possible even 
with as little as 150-300 mm rain per year.8 This explains 
in large part how agriculture was viable even in areas 
where rainfall data alone would not show sufficient 
precipitation. The use of slope runoff on terraces repre- 
sents a resourceful ecological response to fluctuations in 
rainfall and the relative lack of suitable soil in much of 
the mountainous area. 

The ingenuity of terrace construction is still quite 
visible in the Yemeni highlands, even from the limited 
perspective of a vehicle on one of the main roads in the 
country. Farmers considered a variety of factors in the 
local terrain in order to maximize water collection but 
not to the point of erosional slress. On steep slopes of 
more than 30 ° incline terraces are quite narrow, at times 
no more than a meter in width and supporting as little as 
one row of crop or trees. In more gentle slopes up to 15 ° 
incline the terrace may be up to eight meters wide. Few 
of these larger terraces exceed ten meters in length and 
most are much shorter. A slope is rarely continuous, so 
existing rocks and boulders are often incorporated into 
terrace walls. The rocks for terrace walls are generally 
available locally, but soil usually has to be brought in. In 
the past this had to be done by donkey load from alluvial 
fans far below the system. 

Most terraces are constructed to take advantage of 
the local water regime. Where there is a spring or spring 
line, terraces will be located in clusters below so that a 
gravity-flow sequence can irrigate the system as a whole 
through a common channel network. In these Slringfed 
irrigation systems the water may descend through chan- 
nels over a kilometer to the farthest plots. In the higher 
mountain slopes, where runoff harvesting is practiced, a 
group of terraces will be arranged so that excess flow will 
be carried off flu'ough the: channels. Since farmers will 
not be present when the flooding occurs, it is important 
to allow for ample drainage of the flow in order to avoid 
erosion of the plots. 9 Knowledge of the best location and 
size of both plots and channels is attained by experience. 
The principle is to use as much of the fast flow as feasible 
without jeopardizing the plot. 

The location of tenaces is also influenced by social 
factors. In the past, when lime and labor were more 
available for household production, farmers often com- 
muted considerable distances to field systems. This was 
especially the case for dryland crops such as wheat, 
barley, and sorghum that required relatively little care on 
a regular basis. However, the distance of fields from a 
village was dependent to a certain extent on the relative 
peace and secm'ity of the area. In the valley of al-Ahjur 
of the central highlands during the civil war of the 1960s 
many farmers were unable to cultivate distant fields 
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because of the presence of Egyptian troops on a nearby 
mountain. After the civil war in the North there was a 
nationwide drain of male labor as at least a third of the 
male workforce migrated for work outside the country. 
Not surprisingly, the more distant and marginal dryland 
terraces were more and more abandoned. While the basic 
dryland fanning was left on the shoulders of women in 
many parts of the coantry, 1° the process of terrace aban- 
donment accelerated. It was not simply a shortage of 
manpower for working the terraces; the influx of cash 
remittances fTom male migrant workers and the avail- 
ability of cheap grains and basic food supplies from the 
international market discouraged local production of 
food crops. By the late 1970s in the North it was cheaper 
to buy imported wheat in the market than to grow it. 

The highland terrace system has for centuries been 
based on use of the scratch plow or ard pulled by donkey, 
bull, or camel. On narrow and inaccessible terraces fields 
had to be worked by hand with the traditional shovel- 
scoop and short-handled hoe. The basic subsistence crop 
was sorghum, which provided grain for bread and por- 
ridge and leaves and s~ik~ for much-needed fodder. 
While most sorghum produced by a household was 
consumed at home, the fodder value of the plant repre- 
sented a potential som'ce of income in the market. On 
irrigated land, where sorghum plants may reach up to 
three meters, the market value of the leaves and stallc~ is 
quite high. Most Yemeni sorghum was grown during the 
summer, rotated on the higher dryland terraces with 
wheat, barley, or legumes in the winter. Legumes such as 
cowpeas were often interplanted with sorghum, a prac- 
rice that in fact enriched the nutrient level of the soil. 

The two major cash crops in Yemen's recent past 
have been coffee and qat (Catha edulis),ll which can be 
grown on rainfed or irrigated land. Both of these stimu- 
lant plants arrived in Yemen from Bast Africa about the 
14th century A.D. While Yemen began as the sole 
producer of the world's coffee, it has long since lost the 
market to the colonial coffee plantations that were cre- 
ated in Indonesia, Africa, and South America. The qat 
plant, the leaves of which produce a stimulant effect 
similar to fresh coca leave,  has only been marketed 
within the country. It has been the dominant cash crop in 
the North since the mid 1970s and the profits from 
cultivation of qat have allowed small fro-reefs to survive 
in many areas and to expand on newly created well- 
in'igated plots. In areas where qat and other cash crops 
can be grown, often on irrigated terraces, farmers have 
maintained the terraces to a considerable degree. Ironi- 
cally, the stimulant effect of qat production on the rural 
economy of the North has virtually been ignored by the 
government and donors, who view its cultivation and use 
as undesirable. In the South official government policy 
prohibited cultivation of qat in most parts of the country. 
Given the large government revenues fi'om taxing qat 
production and marketing, it is doubtful that the Repub- 
lic of Yemen will discourage its future production. 



Despite periodic droughts and internal political dis- 
orders, the overall agricultural system of Yemen was 
adequate to meet the needs of the population over the 
centuries. Even in the dryland areas, which did not have 
the security of permanent irrigated land, this was not 
farming at the edge. However, it was very clearly fann- 
ing for limited household needs rather than a market 
economy. The localization of the production system was 
due primarily to the difficulties of access in the highland 
region. As the modern republic introduces changes, it is 
no longer possible to continue with the traditional sys- 
tem. This is especially the case now that the Republic of 
Yemen is beginning to obtain oil revenues, although the 
population size and level of development will not allow 
the country to become a well-oiled welfare state like its 
neighbors on the peninsula. 12 

The Environment and Agricultural Development 
In transposing the harsh mural  terrain of the mountains 
into productive terrace systems, Yemeni farmers funda- 
mentally altered the ecosystem centuries ago. This is not 
a case of pristine wilderness or open land being exploited 
by recent development. The environment of the terrace 
system is one in which the natural vegetative cover was 
removed to a large extent in the distant past, and in which 
some species dwindled or became extinct before the 
introduction of modem weapons. Traditional dryland 
farming was basically a sustainable practice, with Yemeni 
farmers attuned to conserving their resources of land and 
water. However, the highland terrace systems requited 
proper maintenance not only to preserve the agricultural 
land of the terraces, but also to limit erosion of prime 
irrigated land. This is because the water regime in a given 
watershed became a balance between the control of land 
and water in the upper catchment area and the resulting 
flow of water in the major wadi systems descending to 
the productive coastal plain. It is now possible to mea- 
sure the pace of destruction fi-om the abandonment of 
highland terraces in a domino effect of erosion down a 
wadi. Because the centuries-old practices of water con- 
trol are being set aside upstream, the yearly flooding of 
the wadis is becoming more and more destructive down- 
stream and this threatens the future development of flood 
irrigation in the coastal region. 

A major example of this destruction is along Wadi 
Zabid, once the most lxoductive of the flood-inigated 
areas in Yemen. 13 This was the first of the coastal wadis 
to be developed for mechanized agriculture, primarily 
through the construction of several concrete dams. The 
focus of the Zabid project, funded by UNDP and the 
World Bank. was to increase irrigation supply in the 
coastal zone. Unfortunately, due to continuing disputes 
over water riots,  the project was unable to develop an 
appropriate channel network to fields within the wadi 
system. Thus, the expectations for improved production 
have yet to be fuR'dled. 

No thought was given previously to the possible 
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effect of terrace abandonment in the upper reaches of 
Wadi Zabid, despite some fairly detailed studies con- 
ducted by the British in the Dhamar region of the central 
highlands. In the late 1960s there was still a relatively 
dense acacia cover in the upper catchment, but this has 
largely been stripped now due to improved access to the 
area and constant demand for fuelwood in Yemen. The 
result is a barren, soil-less escarpment with major sheet 
and wadi erosion down the length of the system. In effect, 
a large gravel glacier is descending Wadi Zabid and 
washing away once profitable land in the upper and 
middle reaches of the wadi. According to estimates from 
a recent physical survey of Wadi Zabid from top to 
bottom, perhaps 70 percent of the cultivated land in the 
upper reaches of Wadl Zabid has now been destroyed. 14 
To make matters worse, gravel and silt carried by the 
floods are now accumulating in large amounts down- 
stream and require costly silt removal efforts at the major 
dams along the wadi. According to engineers involved 
with the Zabid project, the land irrigated from the major 
dams has been decreasing in recent years. The current 
upslream erosion will result in even less efficiency in a 
system originally built as a model for the rest of the 
country. 

The ecological devastation along Wadi Zabid is 
exacting major economic and social costs on local resi- 
dents, especially in the upper catchment area. In a docu- 
mentary film recently produced on the area for the Arid 
Lands Initiative, based in England, one group of farmers 
along Wadi Zabid was interviewed next to what used to 
he their land. Due to increasingly destructive floods 
resulting from abandoning of the terrace systems up- 
stream, some twenty farmers lost about seven-eights of 
their land in the past decade. This happened in one 500 
meter stretch of the wadi, with half of the damage in the 
past two years. The farmers estimated the loss of income 
from this destruction of their land at about $75,000. 
Similar destruction has been reported along the wadi to 
within 20 kilometers of the coast. The full extent of the 
damage has not yet been determined, nor is it likely to be 
in the near future. Yet for these farmers and many others 
in similar situations their most precious possession, the 
land on which generations of Yemenis have farmed, has  
literally been washed away. It is not a matter of starting 
over, obtaining a government loan or new technology, or 
more efficient methods of production; there is nowhere 
to go once the land has been lost. 

Throughout Yemen's history there has always been 
destruction of agricultural terraces due to political or 
economic upheavals. What is unique about the current 
deslruction is the rapid pace of change. The Imilding up 
of an infrasCucture greatly stimulated the rural economy 
and has been a boon for farmers who now find it easier 
to market their crops. Yet the same roads and services 
that signal progress also create unprecedented stress on 
the environment. One of the most critical problems 
brought on by improved access and q~mlity of life in the 
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rural areas is the skyrocketing demand for fnelwood, the 
primary energy source for the traditional clay tannur 
oven and for charcoal braziers used in virtually every 
household. The limited tree cover throughout Yemen has 
been declining at an alarming rate. A recent World Bank 
energy assessment for the North concludes that fuelwood 
resources will be depleted in the next 10-15 years.15 

Sustainable Development: Investing in the Indig. 
enous Tradition 

The unification of North and South in the new Republic 
of Yemen has necessarily been a time for transition in 
government policy on all levels, especially concerning 
agricultural development. It is now evident that no agri- 
cultural policy will be viable in the country unless it 
comes to terms with the rapid environmental degrada- 
tion. Given declining water tables in virtually every part 
of the country, unchecked cutting of tree cover and the 
erosion problems linked to abandonment of highland 
terraces, future production over the long run must be 
within the obvious constraints of the country's natural 
resources. Agricultural self-sufificiency can remain the 
primary goal, but the methods of achieving this must be 
re-evaluated. 

If it is no longer even a short-term option in some 
sections of the country to expand tubewell irrigation, 
there is tittle choice but to consider improving dryland 
and seasonal flood systems. The essential issue is how to 
assist the vast majority of Yemeni farmers who are still 
farming in more-or-less traditional fashion. The end goal 
should not be maximization of production per se, but 
rather improving the Ixoduction context so that it is 
economically viable for farmers to remain on the land. 
Unfortunately, the apparatus put in place by donor- 
f'manced government initiatives has neither the informa- 
tion nor the expertise to switch to a sustainable agricul- 
ture program. To make matters worse, the expectations 
of Yemeni farmers have been raised unrealistically by at 
least two decades of well publicized promises about the 
benefits from mechanization and expanded irrigation. 

What would it take to reinvest in the terrace system? 
The priority need in many parts of the highlands is for 
terrace stabilization, since previous abandonment has 
already resulted in considerable erosion damage. From a 
technical point of view, one option is to encourage direct 
seeding of high-yield agrofo~,stry crops. In addition to 
assisting in soft retention in the terraces, this would 
provide a crop well suited for the rural market. However, 
the choice of varieties must be carefully studied, so as not 
to adversely affect the existing plant communities and to 
meet the interests of local people.t6 Similarly, there is a 
need for more fodder crops in Yemen. Research by the 
Dutch at the Range and Livestock Improvement Project 
in Dhamar has resulted in several varieties suitable for 
the local terrace systems.17 It is also worthwhile consid- 
ering improving existing crops with market potential. 
The most obvious example is qat, which has proven to be 
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the most consistent cash crop for highland farmers for 
more than a decade. 18 The continued cultivation of sor- 
ghum, a crop with exlraordinary genetic diversity in 
Yemen, must also be addressed. Because many rural 
Yemenis still consider sorghum a staple, it will be culti- 
vated for years to come regardless of profitability. 

The technical solutions to stabilizing the terraces 
and finding appropriate crops are not simple, but they are 
realizable. Perhaps the most crucial factor affecting the 
future of terrace fanning in Yemen is the willingness of 
rural Yemenis to remain on the land and farm. The 
shortage of household agriculture labor, witnessed in 
most regions dining the past two decades, is no longer the 
case. The return of thousands of Yemeni workers from 
the Gulf and Saudi Arabia in the past year is probably an 
irreversible process. There are few opportunities for 
expansion of jobs in Yemen's industrial or service sec- 
tors, nor does the government currently have the rev- 
enues to assist the returning workers with compensation. 
Even those men who have not personally been involved 
in fanning in the past decade or so may have little choice 
but to return to the fields. 

In the heyday of Yemeni remittances firom workers 
abroad, the rural sector was greatly stimulated by a 
steady cash flow. This allowed Yemenis to fiterally build 
up their own infrastructure and is one reason for the 
success of the cooperative movement in the country. 
Thus, it was possible to hold on to the land with remain- 
ing household members doing what they could. In effect 
the remittances subsidized the rural production system. 
Profitability on the farm was not as crucial when the main 
income was derived from a male member working abroad. 
The widespread availability of cash stimulated local 
production of cash crops for the rural sector, especially 
the lucrative qat leaves. And what could not be grown 
could be purchased on the market relatively cheaply due 
to past import policies in the North. Once the remiUance 
wealth is removed firom the equation, as noted over a 
decade ago by Jon Swanson, 19 even the existing subsis- 
tence production is inadequate. The Republic of Yemen 
now has oil revenues to offset to some degree the eco- 
nomic downswing in the country, but it does not have the 
governmental structure nor sufficient revenues to create 
another welfare state alon S the lines of Saudi Arabia or 
the Gulf States. The return of Yemeni workers has the 
potential for a major blow to the rural sector of Yemen 
with repercussions throughout the economy. 

Although attitudes can change rapidly, it can still be 
argued that most rural Yemenis still prefer to live where 
they are. Considerable investments have already been 
made in maintaining or building new homes in the 
countryside and building up the necessary infrastructure. 
The overcrowding in the capital of Sanaa and some other 
large cities serves to strengthen the will of many families 
to stay on the land. The critical test of the continuing 
interest in living on the farm will come as the current 
generation emerging from the expanded rural school 



system comes of age. Will the expectations raised in the 
education process and the lure of city life entice suffi- 
cient numbers of rural youth off the farm even though 
jobs are limited or virl~mlly non-existent in the cities or 
abroad7 

There are two factors that add a positive note to the 
possibility of sustainable agriculture in Yemen. The first 
is the long-recognized community support for self-devel- 
opment. 20 In tribal areas this occurs in the Iraditional 
tribal mechanisms for mobilizing rural tribesmen for 
action. Even in areas where the tribal system is relatively 
weak, the concepts of community self-help and local 
participatory involvement in government have been used 
to mobilize villagers. Local development councils in the 
North have in some cases taken action to prohibit further 
cutting of trees and repair erosion damage to roads. 
These political mechanisms, long encouraged by the 
government in the North, could be used for rebuilding 
terraces and maintaining existing terrace systems. 

Another resource for reinvesting in the terrace sys- 
tem is the pride Yemenis take in their history. The 
heritage of the country not only extends to the civiliTy- 
lions of pre-Islamic South Arabia, but also includes the 
cumulative knowledge of generations of Yemeni farm- 
ers. The physical presence of elaborate terrace systems 
points to a range of indigenous knowledge developed 
over centuries of experience for each locality. This lore 
is not simply a curiosity to be documented in academic 
journals, but a living tradition. In fact, Yemen may be 
one of the last countries in the Middle East where it is still 
possible to find traditional agricultural practices rela- 
tively unaffected by technological or economic change. 
Is it not better to build on relevant local knowledge of the 
environment and how to grow traditional crops than to 
wipe the slate clean with unrealistic expectations or 
inappropriate technologies? 

My experience living among highland Yemeni farm- 
ers over a decade ago resulted in a great aPIxeciation for 
their overall abilities to extract production out of an 
inhospitable environment. It is hard to measure the "feel" 
farmers often have for positioning a plot to receive slope 
runoff or in planting a seed at a certain depth based on the 
amount and timing of rainfall in a given locality. Itis also 
hard to translate the relevance of a conversation between 
old men about whether a certain star was visible and thus 
the planting should begin in a section of the valley. The 
point is that these farmers often have an exWaordinary 
sensitivity to their local environment given the informa- 
tion available. Some of the local knowledge may be more 
relevant in a given context than that learned by a Yemeni 
student abroad in an agricultural degree program. But the 
most important point is that this sensitivity to sustained 
production within the limits of the natural resources be 
preserved. 

The future of farming in Yemen is ultimately not an 
agricultural issue, for the fact that some sort of farming 
will continue is obvious. The real issue is the effect of 
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inevitable social and economic change on the willingness 
of farmers to stay on the land. The natural beauty of the 
landscape and the freedom of rural lifestyle may not be as 
significant as the need for household income, but these 
and other deeply rooted values are relevant to the future 
of fanning here. The most critical issue at present is 
whether or not there will be any land to stay on. The 
widespread abandonment of highland terraces has al- 
ready destroyed much productive land, and the limited 
water supply in the country will not allow sufficient 
expansion of tubewell irrigation beyond the immediate 
fulme. It is certainly worth the effort of building on the 
long tradition of indigenous agricultural knowledge and 
adapting what is relevant to a sustainable production 
system. Otherwise, it may be the future of the country 
itself that may be eroded away. 
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Yemen. 3000Years of Art and Ch, ilisa tion in Arabia Fe lix, pp. 55-62. 
T~t~:k:Pingm-Ved~. 

2. A rich collection of agricultural texts exists from the R~ulid dymmy in 
Yemenduringthe 13thtothe 15thceatadea A.D. The.scare ~ 
in D.M. V~isco, =Mediewl Agrku]mml Texts~R~ul idYemm,"  
Manuaoil~ of theM iddle East ~.ei dea) 4 : l SO-15 4,1989. Fcrtmatla- 
ticns of some of these texts, see: R.B. Serjeant, " the  Cultivation of 
Cereah in Mecfieval Yemen," ArabianS aaties ( Camlmdge ) 1:25-74, 
1974; D. M. Varisco,"A RoyalCt~RegisterfrcmRmulidYemen," 
Jmo'nal of the Economic and Social History of the O6ent (Leiden), 34: 
1-22,1991; D. M. V a~ sco, M edieml Ag ricultur e andlalamic Scienc e. 
TheA/manac ofa Yonen/Su/tan, Univenity of WuhingtonPreu,in 

Imm. 
3.Thisanicle is Imbed on my experimcein NonhYemen overthel~ttwdve 

yean. "I'ne~ ue  ~nailarenvimnmm~is~lems inSouth Yemen,but 
the economythet~ w~ tmdera ~cialJst regime untiltheunificationin 
1990. 

4.Thetennwaa~n~entoamajcrvnaenxxw~that ¢m/y swells duringthe rainy 
season; there are no pemumem riven in Yemen atam fn~n small 
meatus fedby springs. The twomajorminperiods in Yemen are in 
~ i n g  and late rammer. Mint of the preeipitati~ is d r o l ~  in the 
mmhemplut of the central highlamh, whemupto 1800mmcmfallin 
ayear, l~r  m excellent descriptioa of flood kdgalioa in Yemmi w,,dis, 
~. .  ~ M a k t m ,  WalerRigMsandlrrigationPrac~inLahj. 
C.mn~dge: Caml~idge Univenity Pma, 1971; R.B. Serjemt,"Scme 
inigation systea~ in the thdmnm& " BuUetin of the Sc.hool of Oriental 
andAfricanStud~es 27".33-76,1964; rod, D.M. Varigo,"Sayl md 
Ghayl: Tae Ecdogy of Water ARocation in Yemen,"HzonanEcok~,y 
11.'4.'365-383,1983. 

5.Tnereis nooveraildiscmsionoftraditicmdagiculma:inYemm, although 
infomuttion is a ~ i n  ~-vea~letlamgrapl~ ~n~i*s and deveizp- 
meat repom. A briof stavey of agriculture in the earlier lain d this 
cemmy forthe No~h can be feund in F A O ,Report of the FA O Mi.~ion 
to Yemen. Rome: FAO, 196~, for the South, see Gm~BdtainAdmimlty, 
WaUrnArabiaandO~Redf~a. I.mdm: NavalImelligenceStaH, 1946 
(B.R. 527). Athomush reviewofcemempmmy asficuitme from • 
s ~ ~  i.p~,,idedby~mt Xq, p , ~ e  
derArabischenRepublik Jemen. Edmgen: Fa4mgerGeognq~h~he 
Ad~iten, Sondedmad 11,1981. Tneiumeoflmdme mdlandunane 
in Yemeni agdceltum is exploredin D.M. Vmisco,"l.amd Use md 
AgriculmndDevdop,mminthe Yemm ArabRqmHic,"inM.Sakm- 
MmOzck and M. ~ i l z  (edgo~),AnOwopo;o~andlk.wlopmntin 
North Afrlca and theM iddle East, pp.292-31L Boulder. Westview 
Pm~, 1990. F o r ~ t o o h ,  see D.M.Vafi~n,Whe A~I (Pk~h) 
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in Highland Yemeni Agncultme~" Too~ and Tiilage (Copenhagen) 
4-.3:158-172,1982. l~r springfedin~ation, see~Mundy,Land 
andFamilyinaYoneniCommuMty, l~D. Diuem~on, C.ambndge 
Univenity, 1981,end D. M.Variseo, The~Dy~wn/cso/Water 
Ailacationinal.Ahjur, YemenArab Republi¢. Ph.D. Dissertation, 
Univenity of Penmylvania, 1982. For dryland tenace fanning, see: 
Genevieve Bedond~ "Une lquetra~timcbezles hcmmes de ~bu 
des hautsplateauxyemenites: Laonltu~ du sorgho," Technique~et 
Cu/tw~ 8:1-68,198~,WakerDmttl, Ega~tatmdKlassengesensdmft 
in Sudarabien. Vienna: Wiener Beitrage zurKultur~eschichte ond 
Linguhtik , BandXX, 1985; PanlDmsch, Tribes, Government, and 
HktoryinYemen. Oxford: Oalmdon Preu, 1989; And~ Gingfichand 
Johann Heiss, "Beitmge zur Ethnographic de~ Pmvinz Sa'da 
(Nonfjcmen)," S/mmgsber/cMe Oat,.,r. Aka~ a~ W't~enschaflen, Phil. 
Hist.Klasse, Band462,198~ Ridued ~ r a n d  Sheba Cara~co, 
YemeniAgricuitureandEconomicCbange. Smaa: Ame~an Imtitule 
for YemeniStedies, 198 I; Hmst Vagel, "Tense Faming in Yemen" 
Journalof$oilandWat~rCon~ermtion 42:18-21. Them is meful 
infonnationanchylandfann~inRichardN.Tetw~,Tr/be, Tr/bute, 
and Trade: Social Class Formation in Highland Yemen. Ph.D. 
Dissertation, State Univenity of New Yod~ at Binglmmton, 1987; 
however~ pedantieMamiainmptemm adqpted ia thi~ themi~ al- 
suited for the Noah Yemeni context. Important resimal data on 
agrioallm'e are also available in Halm ~te.ffm et a/.,F/na/Repor t on ghe 
AirphotolnterpraationProjectoftheSwi~Tech~calCo-operation 
8erv/ce. Berne, 1978. 

6.Inthe late 19708 USAID sponsored aproject m hnpmve localanrghum 
varieties,but this ended in fa~mbecause the government found ~e 
project too foctaed on msean:h and lacking in tangible remltL Fora 
disamionoftraditiomduxghum fam, lnginYemen, Ne D.M. Vmigo, 
Wbe PL<~_ ~;onofSmslmm (Dtmrah) in ttighlaad Yenz~" Amb/aa 
Snafta 7".53-88,1985. 

7.1n 1955 an FAO team noted dtat gmondw~erat Sanaa muld be roached at 
20meten dq~h. The level in tbe main wellfield for Saturn's public 
water sup~yisnowbelow 180mandmmeoftbesewelha~ dry. A 
£hach advisory team tothe Depmtment of Hydrolosy in the Ministry 
of Oiland MineralResemcesnote~ that inigalionis I~mbehlynolonger 
viable in the Sama anut md that in the a l - l k i ~  area tothe southeast 
the itTigatim s~ymay be exhamted in three years. Atlx~amtrales 
of exhaustion, the 8mundwaterof the Man'b aree, site of a majornew 
government inigation project- maybe depleted in 20-40yean. Cases 
have been doctmletlted of wells being drilled forinigation to a depth 
near I000 meten in parts o/the highlands. (This infonnatinn was 
provided by members of the Dutch team in late 1989. They are in the 
lm~eu of cem#lin8 ahydtogra#tieta'ofile of allof North Yemen) 

8. This is dit~-mual in H, lmnt Ese~, "Rainwater Hasvesths 8 in the Yemeni 
Hishlands," in IL K o ~  and G. Schweizer(editms),Jemen $tudien 
(Wiesl~den) 1:146-169,1984. See alanhis "RmcffAgrkulture. A 
C.a~ Study abont theY emeni Highlands." Yemn $1uditm T . 1987. 

9 This is a major diHenmce frem seasamJflood h~gafion along the main 
wed~s, where tbe farmers me umallypreseat todivm theflow to ~eir 
fields when the flood levelis mfl]ciendy high. As a resuRthereis a 
g~'.aterneed forlat imbetweonindividual inigators  in aflaed 
h~gation system thaa in a nmoH harvesting system or swmgfed 
h~p~esy~. 

I0. The best discmsion of wemm's role in Yemeniag~culnue m by Najwa 
Adr~ ThelmpactofMaleMigrationonWomm'sRolesinAgriculture 
in the YemtaArub Republic. ( ~ e d  mpoa pt~etedforFAO in 
1983). Inf ommtion ie aho avaflable in Cynthia Mymti, Women and 
DevetopmeatinYe,aeaAmbRtpublic. ~ :  G I ~  1979. 

l l. The best mrvey of qat in English is by Shelagh Weir, ~at in Yemen. 
Conuunp~onandYwciai Cbange. l.mdon: Bri~a ~aeum ~ -  
tinm, 1985. A mm'y of the e~ects ofchewm8 qatleaves is l~mv~dedby 
Jolm Kesmedy ,The FIow~ of P ~ .  T/t~ lnatitufiaualizat U~ of Ote 
Drug ~atinNar~ Yonen. 13o~hed~ Rekld, 1987. Foraseaalanaly~is 
of'heine ofqat- seeD. M. Vmi,co, "Onthe Mean~,gofChewing: The 
Significance of Qat (Catha edulis) in the Yemen Arab Republic." 
InternationalJournalofMiddleEaet$tud~ 18:1:1-13.1986. lhave 
argued forthe developmeat pccentialofqat ira'@_ _w3Jonin my"Ihe Qat 
l=actor in Ninth Yemen's A8 rioaltural Development-" Cultureand 

Agricula~re34 (Sp~g): 11-14.1988. 
12. Fora l~enFectiveontheimplicatiotaofct] tmsenoesforYemen, seeRob~ 

D. B ~ .  The YemenArub Republic. The Politics ~Deveiopmen:, 
1962-1986. Beulder. Westview Press, 1987. pp. 133-152. Recent 
events of the 1990-91 Gulf Crisis have gnmtly increased Yemeni oil 
l~enues.especially since it is ~ from the westem shore oftbe 

13. Wadi Zabid figures prominently in medievalagrieulmml textL The 
agricultural cycle of this wediin tbe medievalpedcdis d e . b e d  in D. 
M. Vailseo. "Agriculture in Wedi Zabid drain 8 the Ruulid Era." in 
EdwmdKean(ec~tor),Pre "~ninaryReportonOteCh~ofZal~ Toronto:. 
Royal Onuu~o Museum, in press. The major storey of the wedi for 
~ e n t ~ c m b e f e u n d i n t h e m u t ~ - v o h a n e U N D P ~  
by Testa, et al., Survey of theA g riculOAr alP ottntial of the Wad~ Zabid. 
Yt~,nen Arab Republic. Budapest, 1971-1973. For an overview of 
agricultural develepment in the cemtal regiaa, see Manha Mmdy, 
- A ~ = ~  Vevelepm~in~eYemani'r'~ma: thepmtm~.m," 
inB~mPrkUmm (editer),Econ~y, Soc/~andCu~,einConmWo- 
raryYen~& London: Cream Hein~ 1985. 

14.Thluisbesedoa n..searchofAmhanyl~£1myandn.'tx~tedin D.M. Vatisce~ 
L P. Ross and A. Milmy,B/olag/ca/D/wr~vyA~eumcnt qfYem~n. 
Caml~dge: IntematiomdCcamcilforBirdPmsetvafiea, 1990. The 
vismdimlmct of the destruction canbe sere in the docmnentary fdm 
called Hanging Ganlms of Arebht, dhected by Andre Singer and 
pt~iuced for The Arid Lands Initiative, 72A Bridge Lane, Hebden 
Bridge, WetYcduhbeI-lXT~Englmd. 

15. See Andsew N~]rml~mn, YAR : HausehoidFud Markaing $tudy , Phase 2. 
WoodyBiomanReso~ceAsseument.FinalReporL UNDP/WOrld 
B a n k E t m g y S e c t o r ~  1988. This reponeatima~ 
that 90 percent of mndenetgy~mmption in residences is besed on 
lecalfuelwoo~ The Minl my of Agricudture and Fisheries has been 
activein p m m c f i n g U e e ~ b e t  thlshas nctke~tp~,'e with Iheinss 
ofweecover. 

16. Foraninfmmative aaammt oftbe role offarmerintemst ia a teforeatation 
project in the North, see Chades F. Swasman,"D~ng ~ e n t  
Andeepology: PenonalExperienor in tbe Yemen ArabRepublie." in 
M. Salem-Murdock and M. Horowitz (editors)o Anthropology and 
Devdop~ntinNar~Afv~and0,eM/d~Ea~ pp. 279-29 L Baek~. 
Wmtview Preu, 1990. 

17.ThisprojectwasmaductedbyDHVConml~gEn#neen(Amenfoo~ 
The ~ )  mdh~__~_mmemm Fetlie.tim~ Ofpmtim- 
ier ~kvan~e is (Tafis je vm Sclmct.From Recommenda6on to Accep. 
tance. The Dissemination of the Atripl~ M essa ge in the Yen~n Arab 
Republic. Dhamar, 1989. (Project ConunonieatlonNo. 3 I) Ahoof 
~'~,'vance h a n~o~ on the ~onpmmfialofwadifionalranse- 
landrese~eg seeJ.J.Keuler, Mahjurarma: Traa~t/omlRangeland 
Re~rv~in~DhamarMonmntPlains(YAR). Dhamar, 1988. (Project 
Communication No. 16). SeealmKlansMuller-HobensteinetaL, 
"Applied Vegetation Studies in the Yemon Arab Repu~ic: Range 
Mmagement andTem~eStab~fisa6on," Catena 14:249-265,1987. 

1 & The hume of qat cultivation and use in Yemen is a sem~ive brae. In,he 
Neehtbe t~adancy w-, toigno~e the role ofqstinthe eax~ny, while 
tbe__~_ v t a m a y ~ i a a m  MyexpeSm~ wi~h fa,mmiatbe 
s i~tmd vaney ofa l -Ahjer~ca~ that qat p ~ t s  m ~ hmmed 
in e~pmdieg pmductionofethe~0ps. Seenote 11. 

19.Jon C Swamm,Em/gratkmandEconam/cDevdopment: The Cme af0se 
YemenAmbRepublic. Boulder. Westview, 1979. Sce also Shelash 
W ~ r , ' ~ O a ~ a a n d  Key h_ _%,~,~*' of a* ~ andSochl 
Imp,,ct on a Yemmi I-~shked Conmamity," in R. Lswle-. (edior}, T~ 
MiddleF.a~traVillage. C&mgingEcoaomicamt&gialRelatiom, pp. 
273-296. Ixagion, 1987. 

20 Tbere is a sizeable litenttm¢ on the ceopemtive movemetR within the 
No~h, although much of this is now out-of-date. For a review, see 
Sheila Cmpion, ThePoliticalE¢o~my ofSe~-Help: Developm~ 
Cooperati~es in the Yemen Amb Republic. Ph.D. Disserastion, State 
Unive~ity of New Yorkat l ~ m m m .  1984. A n ~ t ~ t - l u m d  
accomt of the role of leca ldevdcpment~cminmralYemen m 
provided by ~rles F. Swasman, Doelopment and Cbange in High. 
landYeme~ SaltLakeCity: UmvenityofUtahPreu, 198& 
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